
Family Room 

 

  

Large Wooden Bookshelf 

- Against the windows  
- Not in front of heater 

Folding Wall 

- Nothing on/against at any time 
- Rental groups are not allowed to 

open/operate for any reason  

 

Folding Wall 

- Do not open/use door for any 
reason 
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Long IKEA tables  

- All together to make large 
rectangle 

- In front of windows 
- At least 1 ft. of space 

between tables and wall 
 

Red Crescent-Shaped Tables  

- Near the sink 
- Pushed together to form a 

circle 
- Upturn red chairs onto 

tables 

Long IKEA tables  

- All together to make large 
rectangle 

- In front of windows 
-  At least 1 ft. of space 

between tables and wall 
 

Wooden Stools  

- Stacked in 3 piles 
beside long tables  
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Small Storage Container 

- Beside exit door 
- At least 1 ft. of space 

between container and 
wall 

- Contents not for rental 
use 

Large Storage Containers 

- Against wall beside 
piano 

- Contents not for rental 
use  

Door Mat 

- In front of exit door  
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- 

Piano 

- Against the wall, between 
sectional and large storage 
containers  

Sectional 

- In L-shape  

- Against wall beside the 

piano/extending to wall shared 

with storage room door 

-  
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Storage Area 

- Door should be left 
untouched  

- Building attendant will 
provide access if needed 

Garbage & Compost Bins 

- Against wall below 
concession window 

  

Counters 

- Must be left 
clear & clean 

 

  

Angular Table 

- Against wall below 
concession window 

  

Cupboards 

- Contents not for 
rental use 

  

Cupboards 

- Contents not for 
rental use 
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Permanent Features: 

- 3 long, wooden IKEA tables  
- 2 small, crescent-shaped red tables 
- 3 small red wooden chairs 
- 9 wooden stools 
- 1 wooden bookshelf (with books) 
- 3 upright, movable, black storage containers (should be locked; contents not for rental use) 
- 1 door mat 
- 1 piano 
- 1 sectional 
- 1 small, angular, wooden table 
- 1 large garbage can  
- 1 large compost bin 
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Furniture Placement: 

- The long IKEA tables should be all together, in front of window, with at least 1 foot of space between the tables and the 
wall/heater. 

- The wooden stools should be stacked in 2-3 piles beside long tables, against the short part of the wall perpendicular to the 
windows. 

- The book shelf should be parallel with windows, between long tables and folding wall.  
- The red crescent-shaped tables should be across from long tables (near the sink), pushed together to form a circle. The red 

chairs should be upturned onto the tables.  
- The smallest movable storage container should be against the wall beside the exit door, with at least 1 foot of space between 

the container and the wall/heater. 
- The door mat should be on the ground at the exit door.  
- The two larger storage containers should be beside one another, against the wall where the piano is, closest to the exit door.  
- Piano should be between the sectional and the 2 large storage containers, against the wall.  
- Sectional should be in an L-shape against the wall beside the piano, extending to the wall shared with the folding storage 

door.  
- The small, angular table should be against the wall shared with the kitchen, under the concession opening.  
- The compost and garbage bins should be between the counter and small angular table, against the wall shared with the 

kitchen (under the concession opening).  
- Nothing should be on the counters. 
- Nothing should be against/on the folding wall at any time. Rental groups are not allowed to open/operate the folding wall 

for any reason.   

 

 

 

 

 

 


